# RESEARCH PROJECT OUTLINE

1) Science Team Members:

___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________

2) Research **Question:**

___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________

3) What do you think the answer will be to your question? **(Hypothesis):**

___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________

4) How will you collect information? **(Methods):**

___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________

5) What tools will you need to collect this information? **(Materials List):**

___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
1. What is your group’s main topic and what question(s) is your group is researching? Be specific and detailed.

Topic:_______________________________________________________________________________________

Research Question(s):__________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________

2. Summarize what your group has accomplished since the last update. For example, what have you set up or planted? What is your schedule for collecting data? What has started growing? Be prepared to present this information to the class.

____________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________

3. List the members of your group and what jobs/tasks/roles they have helped with in the last two weeks. Describe how your group is working to make sure everyone is involved.

____________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________

This worksheet was created by Barbara Hurley and edited for multi-school use by Michelle Coe.
4. Describe what your group needs to do next.
____________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________

5. We will begin creating scientific posters by ________________ to present them in ___________________.
What questions does your group have about completing this project?
____________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________

6. Does your group need any additional materials to complete your research? If so, what is needed?
____________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________